Franz Achleitner
Fahrzeugbau und Reifenzentrum GMBH
A-6300 Wörgl, Innsbrucker Str. 94

Binding ORDER
Vehicle owner:
Orderer, company

Contact

Address

Phone no.

E-mail address

Base vehicle: (please tick / fill in as appropriate)
Model
☐ Mercedes Sprinter 3,5t
☐ Mercedes Sprinter 5t

☐ VW Crafter 3,5t
☐ VW Crafter 5t

Chassis number:

Variant
☐ Chassis
☐ Delivery van
Wheelbase
☐ 3250 mm (short/L1)
☐ 3665 mm (medium/L2)

☐ Doka
☐ Flatbed

☐ 4325 mm (long/L3)

Motorisation and transmission variant:

Tachograph / tachograph pre-fitting
☐ Obstructed
☐ Not obstructed

Empty weight and current vehicle height:

Passenger seat
☐ Single bench seat
☐ Double bench seat

Year of manufacture and current mileage:

Commission:

Vehicle colour:

Delivery at ACHLEITNER (week / calendar year)

Mandatory equipment for all-wheel drive conversion!
☐ Vehicle with rear-wheel drive

Locked equipment, not possible in combination with all-wheel drive conversion!
 Telma/Retarder



Electric step on side

 Automatic transmission [Exception 7G Tronic Sprinter 907]



Air suspension

 Vehicle with factory all-wheel drive

Preparation used vehicle: (will be filled in by Achleitner)
☒

Detailed acceptance check Attention: Billing takes place even if all-wheel conversion is not carried out!

Thorough underbody wash

Documentation of previous damage

Checking of wear parts

Readout of fault codes [will be charged additionally according to time and effort].

Final check whether the vehicle is suitable for four-wheel drive conversion
(basic vehicle, equipment and space conditions due to non-standard parts)

€

290,00

☐ Retrofitting of lowered turn signals in the fender [if not installed - mandatory]

€

450,00

☐ Retrofitting mud flaps per axle [if not installed - mandatory]

€

250,00

☐ Pumping out the fuel tank [only if tank is more than ¼ full on delivery]

€

50,00
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Franz Achleitner
Fahrzeugbau und Reifenzentrum GMBH
A-6300 Wörgl, Innsbrucker Str. 94

Binding ORDER
Scope of delivery:
Permanent all-wheel drive ACHLEITNER - 4x4









Transmission gear with longitudinal lock (100 % locking)
Differential lock on the rear axle (100 % locking)
Single tyres (4 tyres) for 3.5 – 4t / Twin tyres (6 tyres) for 5t
Raising about 100mm
Control unit for components (lock actuation) on the dashboard
Increasing the differential ventilation
Additional fender flares are mounted
Individual approval for Austria or Germany

€ 23.590,00

Possible axle ratio: [please cross desired gear ratio]
☐ i= 4,22
☐ i= 4,75
Additional weight for all-wheel conversion about 270kg without accessories!

Additional charge:
☐ Additional charge for engine power over 180 hp

€ 1.150,00

☐ Additional charge for 7G Tronic Plus automatic transmission [MB code G42, only possible on Sprinter 907]

€ 2.850,00

☐ Additional charge for terrain reduction (i=2,488) [Operation via lever next to handbrake]

€ 1.250,00

☐ Additional charge differential lock on the front axle (100% locking)

€ 1.950,00

☐ Empty weight higher than 3.0t or vehicle height bigger than 2.7m
[installation on pit instead of platform required]

€ 1.950,00

☐ Increased assembly effort for vehicles older than 3 years or with more than 30,000km mileage

€ 1.250,00

☐ Additional charge for calibration of tachograph/tachograph [mandatory for factory-fitted tachograph]

€

250,00

Offroad components:
☐ Off-road tyres 225/75R16 of our choice [3.5t vehicles]
 Factory tyres are replaced with four off-road tyres
☐ Off-Road tyres 245/75R16 [3.5t vehicles]
 Factory tyres are replaced with four off-road tyres of our choice
 Please cross the desired tyre variant:
☐ Winter tyres
☐ Summer tyres

€ 1.850,00

€ 2.250,00

Attention: Snow chain suitability no longer given!
☐ Off-road tyres 215/85R16 of our choice [5t vehicles]
 Factory tyres are replaced with six off-road tyres and rims

€ 1.800,00

Attention: Snow chain suitability no longer given!
☐ Conversion of spare wheel to suit the selected off-road tyres
 Factory spare wheel is fitted with tyres matching the vehicle tyres
 Spare wheel holder at the end of the frame is exchanged for a suitable holder

€

550,00

☐ Supplement spare wheel suitable for the selected off-road tyres
 Complete wheel is supplied loose, no mounting is provided by Achleitner!

€

350,00

☐ Off-road package consisting of:
 Protective metal plates for front axle, distribution gearbox and fuel tank
Tank volume in litres: ............ (please fill in)
 Protective coating of the brake hoses on the rear axle
 Mudguards for shock absorbers

€ 1.790,00

Retrofitting recommended additional equipment:
☐ Grab handles for the entrance on the driver and passenger side

€

275,00

☐ Grab handle on the sliding door [Recommended for delivery vans]

€

175,00

☐ Grab handle on the rear door [Recommended for delivery vans]

€

175,00
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Franz Achleitner
Fahrzeugbau und Reifenzentrum GMBH
A-6300 Wörgl, Innsbrucker Str. 94

Binding ORDER

Optional:
☐ Track widening 30mm on the rear axle for additional stability [3.5t-4t vehicles]

€

250,00

☐ Option higher engine air intake "snorkel" brand Bravo

€

980,00

☐ Additional steps at the front cabin entrance left and right [per pair]

€

650,00

☐ Additional steps at the rear cabin entrance left and right [per pair]

€

650,00

€

250,00

€

470,00

☐ Trailer hitch with lowered ball head
[only in combination with facorty-side coupling device]
☐ Daily registration and data sheet "dati tecnici" for Italy
☐ Load capacity up to 4250kg total weight in connection with all-wheel drive [3.5t-4t vehicles]

on request

☐ Load capacity up to 5500kg total weight in connection with all-wheel drive [5t vehicles]

on request

☐

on request

Other conversions such as larger fuel tank, rear rack, ladder, winch, fuel pickup, etc.

Note, Specific agreements:

General:














The conversion time is about 10-12 weeks after delivery oft he base vehicle. Delivery only possible after approval by
Achleitner.
The sales prices indicated are net amounts.
Our terms of sale and delivery apply. These can be found on the internet at www.achleitner.com/de/agb.
All wheel drive components installed by Achleitner are covered by a one-year warranty. Further used or reworked
components are excluded from any warranty claims.
Worn/broken components of the base vehicle or unforeseeable additional expenses will be charged to the customer up to
a total amount of 500,00 € without further consultation. Additional costs of more than 500,00 € need to be released by the
customer.
The customer agrees that, due to production/manufacturing processes, inspected and over/reworked components from
vehicles of identical construction may be installed. These are components that are not subject to wear. Without exception,
wear parts are taken over from the base vehicle or replaced with new parts.
By placing an order, you confirm the correctness and completeness of the data specified in this order.
Additional expenses resulting from incoorent or missing information will be fully charged to the customer.
Changes and additions after placing the order can only be agreed in written form.
Delivery and collection of vehicles:
adress:
Franz Achleitner GmbH
Operating hours: Mo. till Thu.: 08:00 – 12:00 a.m.
Maukenbach 18c
13:00 – 16:00 p.m.
A-6241 Radfeld
Fr.:
08:00 – 11:00 a.m.
Technical changes reserved.

Binding order:
I hereby place the above order.

____________________________________

__________________________________________

place, date

stamp, signature

Please send the completed order to allrad@achleitner.com
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